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Introduction
Purchasers of security compliance solutions require a time efficient evaluation period to maximize the use of their resources. This document 
highlights features of Tenable products that apply to the standards and implementation specifications of the HIPAA Security Rule. Tenable maintains 
dedicated regionalized sales teams to assist in technical and non-technical issues during an evaluation period. If you wish to start an evaluation 
please contact Tenable sales by phone, 877-448-0489, or by email, sales@tenablesecurity.com, and ask to be introduced to a sales manager.

Scope
This paper highlights the sections, standards and implementation specifications within the HIPAA Security Rule that Tenable products can 
help in building security and workflow based software processes in support of compliance standards within the overall HIPAA Security Rule. In 
addition, the paper will highlight areas of functionality to explore during an evaluation. The purpose of this paper is not to be a supplement to an 
organization’s documented adherence to the HIPAA Security Rule. The HIPAA Security Rule includes recommendations for formalized processes 
and plans for the protection of EPHI which cannot be satisfied by computer software or hardware alone. This paper is not a replacement for legal 
counsel or experienced Security and HIPAA compliance professionals.

Executive Summary
Some of the standards and implementation specifications within the HIPAA Security Rule can be satisfied by developing processes based around 
implementing security based software.

Tenable’s executive management team consists of respected IT Security visionaries, Ron Gula, Renaud Deraison and Marcus Ranum. Each one 
has authored leading security tools, appliances and software. For more information on their backgrounds, please visit http://www.tenablesecurity.
com/about/index.php?view=management.

Some of Tenable’s customers do not choose to implement the full Tenable product suite for their specific and customized compliance needs. 
However, Tenable’s Security Center (SC) management console, when combined with Tenable’s Nessus vulnerability scanner, Passive Vulnerability 
Scanner (PVS), Log Correlation Engine (LCE) and third party security appliances like NIDS systems and firewalls, brings compelling results to the 
consumers of the data that very few competing vendors can deliver. Data is core to information systems, whether security based or not. Many 
corporations have been facing the ongoing challenge of data islands and are now faced with ongoing data warehousing projects to consolidate 
those data islands. Using the entire Tenable product suite reduces the risk of requiring security based data islands to be brought together in 
future projects requiring further funding.

This paper provides a framework, based on the HIPAA Security Rule, for your evaluation of our products to help you understand how your 
organization can meet HIPAA compliance at a very detailed level during a formal evaluation. Tenable has a dedicated Sales Engineering team 
to assist organizations in evaluating our products. This paper is not a replacement for seeking legal and/or professional advice on meeting or 
exceeding HIPAA compliance standards. 

Tenable recommends a blended approach that includes active (Nessus) and passive (PVS) scanning for automated technical risk discovery via 
the Security Center. For those areas of your infrastructure that are so high risk that generating network traffic could be destructive, PVS can be 
solely deployed as a best effort in managing an ongoing risk management and assessment plan passively. Throughout this paper the evaluation 
tips refer to a laboratory setting purposely, an area where machines or devices are not performing live critical functions so there is a low risk of 
accidents when performing active vulnerability scanning.

HIPAA Security Rule
The Administrative Simplification provisions of the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA, Title II) require the 
Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) to establish national standards for the security of electronic health care information. The final 
rule adopting HIPAA standards for security was published in the Federal Register on February 20, 2003. This final rule specifies a series of 
administrative, technical and physical safeguards for covered entities to use to assure the confidentiality, integrity and availability of electronic 
protected health information (EPHI). Each safeguard category consists of standards and implementation specifications.

This paper is divided into the HIPAA Security Rule Administrative, Technical and Physical Safeguard categories and their respective standards 
and implementation specifications which should be considered when evaluating Tenable products for assistance in complying with the rule.

All covered entities were to be in compliance with the Security Rule no later than April 20, 2005, except small health plans which had to comply 
no later than April 20, 2006.
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HIPAA Security Rule: Administrative Safeguards
Administrative Safeguards are summarized in the HIPAA Security Rule as “administrative actions, and policies and procedures, to manage the 
selection, development, implementation and maintenance of security measures to protect electronic protected health information and to manage 
the conduct of the covered entity’s workforce in relation to the protection of that information.”

Security Management Process: Risk Analysis and Risk Management
For the Risk Analysis and Risk Management implementation specifications a good source of information is CMS’s paper entitled “Basics of Risk 
Analysis and Risk Management”. Many of the points made in the paper can be applied to an evaluation of Tenable products as validation of 
requirements. The following CMS points are highlighted in bold text with evaluation comments, tips and sample Tenable product screen captures.

Risk analysis and risk management are the foundation of a covered entity’s Security Rule compliance efforts.
Tenable’s core product, Security Center (first released as the Lightning Console), was initially conceived from the need to collect, manage 
and interrogate technical vulnerability data and Network Intrusion Detection System (NIDS) alerts produced by many popular third party NIDS 
vendors. Analyzing vulnerability data can form an ongoing strategy for reviewing technical risks and NIDS alerts can be included in a strategy for 
the ongoing monitoring of technical threats.

Risk analysis and risk management are not one-time activities.
Security Center consists of automated and manually initiated processes in support of ongoing technical vulnerability discovery. For the passive 
discovery of technical vulnerabilities, Security Center will automatically poll Tenable’s Passive Vulnerability Scanners for current and new 
vulnerability data 24/7. For the active discovery of technical vulnerabilities using Tenable’s active vulnerability scanner, Nessus, scanning can 
be scheduled daily, hourly, weekly or using far more complex periodic intervals or simply on demand. Third party NIDS can be configured to 
send their alerts to either Security Center and/or LCE, which will be correlated 24/7 within either Tenable product. Security Center’s collection of 
current vulnerabilities, the cumulative database, is actually a current “state” of vulnerabilities.

A common misconception by customers that have used the Nessus scanner in a standalone mode is to look for individual scan results in Security 
Center so they can perform change (delta) analysis. The cumulative database is a current snapshot. To perform queries in the GUI or via reporting 
for newly discovered vulnerabilities through both active and passive scanning, please use the “discovered” and “observed” filters. To view those 
vulnerabilities that are no longer detected and are therefore not present, users can use the “patched and mitigated vulnerability” database view.

EVALUATION TIP: Within a lab environment, configure Security Center with both a Tenable PVS sensor and a Nessus scanner. The PVS sensor 
should be configured at a convenient network choke point created using either a network tap or a network device span port for maximum 
evaluation effectiveness. Also for maximum evaluation effectiveness, configure hosts with missing patches for scanning. For example, try using 
Windows hosts with no service packs or updates applied and/or Linux hosts with no package updates applied. Configure a NIDS sensor also 
off the network choke point, alongside the PVS sensor and have it send its alerts via the syslog network protocol to your Security Center and 
LCE installations. There are free NIDS solutions available via the Internet if you require them. The Bro Intrusion Protection System (http://www.
bro-ids.org/) is a good example. Configure Security Center and the LCE for receiving the alerts from your NIDS software. PVS, when running and 
configured with Security Center, will immediately begin to detect vulnerabilities by monitoring network traffic between the hosts in your lab (in 
other words it is an ongoing process and not a one-time activity). Configure scheduled scans of your lab with your Nessus scanner which will 
put in place ongoing active vulnerability scanning. Some of your active vulnerability scanning may or may not trigger NIDS alerts for review in 
Security Center and/or LCE. If you need help in running a controlled exploit or threat within your lab to trigger NIDS alerts please contact your 
assigned Tenable sales engineer.

Security Center Cumulative View of Vulnerabilities Summary
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Security Center NIDS Alerts Summary

The Security Rule does not prescribe a specific risk analysis or risk management methodology.
Security Center supports a repetitive active and/or passive scan model to validate ongoing remediation efforts within a risk management plan 
and also to report new vulnerabilities.

EVALUATION TIP: If you have been scanning a host in your lab environment that was not patched, either Windows or Linux, then use Security 
Center and produce a report of vulnerabilities for the host. Also use the Security Center GUI and the cumulative database and its filters to display 
vulnerabilities for the host. Now, also apply all the latest patches and service packs, if applicable. Wait for Nessus to scan the host again and/or 
wait for the duration you set up to purge PVS vulnerability data in Security Center to be exceeded and run the same report as before and use the 
same GUI query. Any previously discovered vulnerabilities which were fixed due to successfully patching the host will not be reported and can be 
found for the host in the Security Center GUI using the patched and mitigated vulnerability database. 

Security Center Patched and Mitigated View of Vulnerabilities Summary
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Although only federal agencies are required to follow federal guidelines like the NIST 800 series, non-federal covered entities may find their 
content valuable when performing compliance activities.
Tenable’s products are developed to satisfy a wide range of security compliance standards either developed internally within an organization 
or by an external organization. Nessus is a next generation closed source vulnerability scanner and its origins in open source helped greatly 
to define the ability to automate vulnerability discovery in the IT security industry. Tenable has been leading the effort on passive vulnerability 
discovery and although bringing a product to market a couple of years ago many compliance advisory bodies have simply failed to keep up 
with advancements and to include this technology in recommendations. This happened despite the fear in many organizations of running active 
vulnerability scanners within their infrastructure and believing there were no other alternative automated technologies to support vulnerability 
discovery within risk management/remediation plans.

A covered entity must identify where the EPHI is stored, received, maintained or transmitted. 
Security Center is a Tenable next generation product with the concept of asset tagging and discovery embedded into its heart. In general, being 
able to label and/or discover interacting devices and hosts, a HIPAA EDI transaction processor host or client credit card database for example, 
will greatly help in the areas of assigned risk and remediation prioritization (and also incident response).

EVALUATION TIP: Configure the Tenable Network Monitor (TNM) to use your network choke point and forward connection data to your LCE. 
If your lab is firewalled then forward the firewall events via the syslog network protocol to your LCE also. Periodically review connection data 
between hosts in your lab and externally using Security Center and its query engine to LCE. Look for correlation between firewall events and 
TNM events. If you configured a NIDS sensor in your lab and it has been forwarding alerts to LCE, also look for correlation by host, IP, across 
TNM, firewall and NIDS alerts. If you have the evaluation time, look at LCE and its scripting language called Tenable Application Scripting 
Language (TASL), and build a custom TASL script that will raise an alert to Security Center if a host in your lab has a conversation with another 
host as observed by either your NIDS, TNM or Firewall or all within a given time period. Then test it by installing your TASL script and configuring 
Security Center to consider LCE as an IDS source. If you need help contact your Tenable Sales Engineer. 

EVALUATION TIP: Ensure in PVS that “show-connections” is enabled. Allow PVS to collect vulnerability data in your lab for a while and then 
review plugin 00003 in Security Center for hosts within your lab. Plugin 00003 shows what the network relationship is between hosts and 
devices, in other words, what has been observed talking to what. With this kind of data we can ask questions like “should your HIPAA EDI 
transaction processor be talked to from a host external to your organization and should that conversation be allowed through your firewall?”

Security Center querying LCE for host IP connections
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Sources of information to identify technical vulnerabilities may include assessments of information systems, information system security 
testing or publicly available vulnerability lists and advisories.
Tenable’s dedicated Research Team ensures links to popular sources of vulnerability lists and advisories are maintained for vulnerabilities for 
review in Security Center either via reporting or using the GUI to drill down. In fact, the Nessus index or plugin id used in Security Center is public, 
popular and used by other security vendors.

EVALUATION TIP: Review the Nessus publicly accessible website at http://www.nessus.org/ for information on plugins. In addition, look at the 
detail of vulnerabilities reported in Security Center and look for external links to perform further research on vulnerabilities and in many cases 
what to do to fix the vulnerability and reduce risk. Do not forget to also review PVS plugins in Security Center.

Security Center showing PVS connection data for a host

Security Center Nessus 3 plugin detail for a discovered vulnerability with CVE references
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The output of the security testing may be a report identifying technical vulnerabilities that exist within the organization.
Security Center has extensive reporting capabilities for such requirements. For users participating in risk analysis and risk management who are 
unable to access Security Center directly, detailed reports can be generated on demand or scheduled and automatically emailed if necessary.

EVALUATION TIP: Schedule a vulnerability summary report in Security Center to run early tomorrow morning and then review tomorrow.

“Likelihood of occurrence” is the probability that a threat will trigger or exploit a specific vulnerability.
To help in risk analysis calculations Security Center vulnerabilities are ranked as either low, medium or high. They are also given a score of 1, 
3 or 10 respectively. In real-time, regardless of scoring and probability, Security Center can correlate NIDS alerts to identified vulnerabilities 
in the cumulative database and be configured to alert via email this correlation. The correlation technology might be considered as a tool for 
prioritization of NIDS alerts, the detected exploitation of vulnerability attempts in conjunction with developing a risk level matrix as outlined in the 
CMS paper.

EVALUATION TIP: If you have been running exploits or technical threats in your lab that successfully compromise a host, your NIDS sensor 
detected the exploits or threats, and Security Center has listed vulnerabilities or risks, then try the correlated filter in the GUI IDS View in Security 
Center. If you have the resources to run correlated exploits or threats, then configure Security Center to syslog correlated alerts to LCE and use a 
Security Center GUI query to LCE to find the correlated alerts.

Correlation Filter in Security Center’s Analyze IDS Events View

Technical threat or risk scoring supported in Security Center
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The purpose of a risk management plan is to provide structure for the covered entity’s evaluation, prioritization and implementation of risk-
reducing security measures.
For technical vulnerabilities Security Center was developed not only to support their automated discovery with Nessus and PVS and to store 
NIDS alerts or technical threats, it also contains a workflow and GUI supporting evaluation, prioritization and implementation. Ticketing, a simple 
or complex SC user model and asset list management can support the mitigation, assignment and tracking of remediation work.

EVALUATION TIP: Try opening tickets for discovered vulnerabilities. Create end users using the Primary Security Manager that are responsible 
for assets within certain asset lists. Become familiar with how tickets can be viewed and responded to by only those users that have the 
appropriate asset lists assigned to them. Security Center can support a simple user model or complex user model of Security Personnel and 
Asset Administrators. Use the Accept Risk option so a vulnerability is no longer reported within the cumulative database. Recast a vulnerability to 
“critical”, therefore giving it a very high score of 40 and bringing focus to the vulnerability in reporting.

For the risk management plan to be successful, key members of the covered entity’s workforce, including senior management and other key 
decision makers, must be involved. The outputs of the risk analysis process will provide these key workforce members with the information 
needed to make risk prioritization and mitigation decisions.

There are many ways with reporting and its filters to indicate the success of remediation efforts for technical vulnerabilities discovered using 
Security Center. The least sophisticated may be using GUI and Reporting filters and a 90 day trend showing high, medium and low vulnerabilities 
daily for 90 days as captured in the Cumulative database. Dependent on new vulnerability discovery and successful remediation of current 
vulnerabilities, the trend line should slope down in height over time.

EVALUATION TIP: Use the “trending tool” in Browse Cumulative Vulnerabilities and the Vulnerability Summary to review a 90 day trend graph. 
Produce the graph for a particular host or asset list.

Vulnerability with links for ticket creation, severity recasting and risk acceptance
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Security Management Process: Information System Activity Review
In CMS’s paper entitled “Security Standards: Administrative Safeguards”, there are a few points to gear the evaluation mostly of LCE, its 
supporting agents and Security Center for consideration of complying with some of the requirements within the Information System Activity 
Review standard.

Implement procedures to regularly review records of information system activity, such as audit logs, access reports and security incident 
tracking reports.
A great deal of Information System activity can be determined from logs generated by all sorts of devices and hosts. The problem is the sheer 
volume of data that logging can produce and the large number of devices and hosts producing logs. Tenable’s LCE has a technology that 
overcomes these short comings. It is called normalization. Common elements are parsed from logs with perhaps the most important of all being 
the IP address of the host or device producing the log. And a unique index number and name is given to this new “normalized” record generated 
by parsing common elements from the original log record. LCE allows organizations to build their own rules for normalization normally generated 
by custom built software applications like perhaps a payment processor or web application. It should be noted however that by changing a filter 
in Security Center, the original log record can always be displayed underneath the normalized record. Tenable’s LCE in most cases also deals with 
the problem of centralizing log data by using the very well established syslog network protocol which was specifically designed for sending logs 
over networks. Many network devices like firewalls, VPNs and switches can be configured to forward their logs to LCE eliminating the need to 
log on to every device to check its log data making the process of implementing a plan to “regularly review records” more humanly possible. For 
hosts that do not natively support the syslog protocol for sending logs over a network for collation at a central server Tenable provides several 
clients that can monitor file logs and directories and send new records to LCE encrypted over using raw TCP.

EVALUATION TIP: Install the TNM at a convenient choke point in your lab and have it forward TCP and UDP system activity to LCE. Configure 
a Windows host with the LCE client for Windows to forward the Windows event logs to LCE. If your lab network has CISCO devices that are 
publishing network traffic information with the CISCO NetFlow protocol then configure the Tenable NetFlow Monitor (TFM) to forward NetFlow 
events to LCE. Check your access to Tenable software and see if there are any other agents you might be interested in running, OPSEC and 
RDEP for example. If you have a firewall in the lab or VPN device configure them to syslog their logs to LCE. Allow your configuration to sit for a 
while and then review your lab’s network and host activity as captured in LCE and by its sensors and via the syslog network traffic to it.

Security Center 90 Day Trend Graph
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The information system activity review enables covered entities to determine if any EPHI is used or disclosed in an inappropriate manner.
There can be no fully automated replacement for skilled staff members that could distinguish good and bad information system activity in a 
very complex environment and be correct 100% all of the time. However, with LCE and multiple sources of host and network based log activity, 
experienced staff have a much better chance of distinguishing good and bad behavior, a best effort. If you feed in NIDS alerts to LCE, you can 
observe the network connections sensitive hosts, perhaps those known to handle EPHI and make any of those connections sub categorize into 
known as acting suspiciously, carrying threats that require further investigation. LCE also comes with a free statistical anomalies daemon which 
can be switched on or left off and can be adjusted for sensitivity. Its basic premise is to learn what regular behavior is by looking at normalized 
event data stored in LCE and then compare that to current activity. Statistical deviations will cause the daemon to produce its own events in LCE. 
These events could also be used to trigger NIDS alerts and effectively turn LCE into an intrusion detection system of its own as a value add to its 
normalization capabilities.

EVALUATION TIP: Consider one of your hosts a very sensitive host, perhaps a HIPAA EDI transaction processor. Use LCE and the TNM to review 
what connections are regular connections for the host to make or receive, basically what IPs does the host talk too and what IPs talk to the host. 
Now create a TASL script that will consider any new connection, an IP never observed talking to or being talked to by your emulated sensitive 
host, as suspicious and warranting a NIDS alert to be sent to LCE. Cause a new connection to be made to your emulated HIPAA EDI transaction 
processor host from an IP never observed before as having network conversations and observe the alert the TASL script raises and is seen in 
Security Center. This is a very one dimensional example and experienced Security and Network staff members will have more elaborate and 
robust techniques for using TASL scripting.

Security Awareness and Training: Protection from Malicious Software
The Protection from malicious software standard is about implementing procedures for guarding against, detecting and reporting malicious 
software. There are many technologies that use various methods to perform this task. Tenable does not produce comprehensive solutions for 
rootkit detection, software or hardware firewalls and desktop agents for virus and worm detection. However if you deploy such technologies 
and they are automated, a NIDS sensor for example, forward their output to Security Center and LCE to centralize and normalize information on 
sources and destinations of malicious activity.

Normalized events in LCE from multiple sources
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EVALUATION TIP: Tenable has produced a series of TASL scripts that can be installed with your LCE. Research these TASL scripts for their 
usefulness in your HIPAA compliance efforts, for example, the crowd surge TASL script which looks for the kind of malicious activity a botnet 
would produce and might be missed by a NIDS deployment.

Security Awareness and Training: Log-In Monitoring
The Log-in monitoring policy is about implementing procedures for monitoring log-in attempts and reporting discrepancies. LCE can be used to 
receive and process logs that highlight failed or successful log-ins. Its scripting language, TASL, can be used to automatically alert on unusual 
patterns of activity, for example, 100 failed log-in attempts within 1 minute at the same workstation.

EVALUATION TIP: Have the Windows events logs feed into LCE by installing and configuring the Windows LCE client on a lab host. Log-in and 
log-out a couple of times using different userids and passwords, perhaps even use bad passwords and bad userids. Use Security Center and 
query your LCE for the successful and unsuccessful log-in attempts. Write a simple TASL script to send an alert to your Security Center console 
if there are 3 failed log-in attempts with in 1 minute and test your script by purposely failing log-in 3 times within 1 minute. If you have access to a 
brute force login tool, use it against your lab host and adjust the sensitivity of your TASL script to highlight its use on your host.

Sample TASL script for brute force password attack detection against a Security Center console
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Security Incident Procedures: Response and Reporting
It is vital that an organization identify a security incident early and respond quickly for the ongoing protection of EPHI. Please review all the 
Tenable products for incorporation into policies and procedures to comply with this standard. If a host was compromised, consider actively 
scanning it with Nessus and determining if patch levels where adequate. Also consider using LCE to review the activity of a compromised host 
leading up to and after a compromise. For implementing procedures to avoid a compromise can you learn from a real situation, for example, was 
the network and host activity you have stored in LCE leading up to a compromise adequate enough to have had an early warning? Can you build 
a TASL script to act as an early warning for next time? Can you build a report that would achieve the same thing? If a patch was missing on a 
host that helped a compromise situation, consider an audit using your Tenable products to detect similar hosts with the same missing patch and 
put them high in your ongoing risk management process and perhaps assign them their own dynamic asset list so you can very easily monitor 
progress towards patch application.

EVALUATION TIP: With your lab detected vulnerabilities, use Security Center to build a dynamic asset list of all hosts detected as requiring the 
same patch upgrade to some piece of software, perhaps SSH or web browser. Run a report focused on that asset list using the report filters. 
Create an end user account for a desktop administrator and assign them the asset list.

Visually analyzing Windows Log-In Events normalized in LCE
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Contingency Plan: Applications and Data Criticality Analysis
In the CMS paper entitled “Security Standards: Administrative Safeguards” the following is stated about the applications and data criticality 
analysis standard: “The implementation specification requires covered entities to identify their software applications (data applications that store, 
maintain or transmit EPHI) and determine how important each is to patient care or business needs, in order to prioritize for data backup, disaster 
recovery and/or emergency operations plan.”

A first step in prioritizing the importance of applications and the hosts they run on might be building inventory lists. In large organizations this 
can be a resource intensive task, especially if their environments are relatively dynamic, for example, new workstations added to contact centers 
relatively frequently. The dynamic asset discovery built into Security Center may help reduce resource hours in building and maintaining asset 
inventory lists for hosts, devices and applications.

EVALUATION TIP: Create dynamic asset lists for the hosts scanned either passively or actively within your lab. Perhaps have one asset list that 
has all Windows platform identified hosts. Perhaps another dynamic asset list for detected email servers. Build a static asset list of the lab subnet 
and label it “lab subnet”.

Creating Desktop Administrator Account for managing vulnerable browser hosts

Security Center Dynamic and Static Asset Lists
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Evaluation
In short, this standard is an overall review that an organization must perform to verify it remains within HIPAA compliance. One part of the 
evaluation will be assessing new risks.

EVALUATION TIP: Security Center has a nightly process that downloads all current vulnerability checks as developed and maintained by a 
dedicated Tenable research team. Review the last 25 updates to your vulnerability checks using the Security Center console and administrator 
account. Also, periodically check the Tenable BLOG available at http://blog.tenablesecurity.com/ for news and articles on advancements in 
Tenable products to address new technical risks. Nessus host-based compliance checks were announced on Tenable’s BLOG.

Tenable BLOG Article Advising Tenable Customers about a newly reported technical risk vulnerability
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HIPAA Security Rule: Physical Safeguards
The Security Rule summarizes physical safeguards as “physical measures, policies and procedures to protect a covered entity’s electronic 
information systems and related buildings and equipment, from natural and environmental hazards, and unauthorized intrusion.”

Workstation Use
In CMS’s paper entitled “Security Standards: Physical Safeguards” there is a list of questions for a covered entity to consider in including 
“Do the policies and procedures identify workstations that access EPHI and those that do not?” As recommended in previous standards and 
implementation specifications consider dynamic and/or static asset list management within Security Center as a tool to use to help in this ongoing 
task in a large organization.

Configuration management is a technology that can play a part in complying with the workstation use standard. Another question posed to 
covered entities by CMS for the workstation use standard is “Do the policies and procedures specify the use of additional security measures to 
protect workstations with EPHI, such as using privacy screens, enabling password protected screensavers or logging off the workstation?”

Security Center Last 25 Updates
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If your organization has implemented a centralized configuration management technology does it cover all workstations? Do all your workstations 
run on the same platform? Can you audit your workstations and demonstrate the successful implementation of standard policies like password 
length and complexity whether you have used a centralized configuration technology or not?

Tenable has implemented an agent-less technology for use with Nessus and Security Center for checking the configuration of hosts, servers or 
workstations running on Linux, Unix and Windows platforms.

EVALUATION TIP: The agent-less technology and ability to check individual host configurations warrants a Tenable paper of its own. They are highly 
customizable to meet many compliance standards and needs. However, Tenable has produced some out of the box checks for use in evaluations 
based on typical Healthcare industry requirements. Use the out of the box checks to perform a configuration management audit on workstations and 
servers within your lab. Please note that these types of host-based audits can be controlled via asset lists in Security Center. If you wanted to just 
verify workstations and servers that handle EPHI you could build static and/or dynamic assets and then use Security Center to run the audit checks 
only for your asset lists. Please note to run these types of checks you must use Nessus 3 and not an open source Nessus scanner.

EVALUATION TIP: The host configuration checks are grouped with passive and active vulnerabilities within Security Center. Conceptually, having 
a host that is not configured correctly can be considered as a risk or technical vulnerability. For reporting and GUI queries become familiar with 
using the Plugin Type filter and setting it to “compliance” for your host configuration checks.

Some of the “out of the box” host, workstation and server configuration checks provided by Tenable

Security Center Cumulative View Plugin Type Filter
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HIPAA Security Rule: Technical Safeguards
The Security Rule summarizes technical safeguards as “the technology and the policy and procedures for its use that protect electronic protected 
health information and control access to it.”

Access Control: Automatic Logoff
This implementation specification is summarized as “Implement electronic procedures that terminate an electronic session after a predetermined 
time of inactivity.” In CMS’s paper entitled “Security Standards: Technical Safeguards” it poses two sample questions for covered entities to consider:

1. Do current information systems have an automatic logoff capability?

2. Is the automatic logoff feature activated on all workstations with access to EPHI?

Well known mechanisms are already built into operating systems and desktop software to perform automatic logoff but you may want to audit for 
consistent settings and behavior across your enterprise.

Linux/Unix hosts have different ways of configuring automatic logoff of inactive sessions depending on Linux distribution and software being 
used. For example, the SSH daemon configuration file, profile file, or .bashrc configuration file are all possibilities for setting inactivity timeout 
values. The following informative article published on Oracle’s website highlights many settings to consider for securing Linux hosts:

http://www.oracle.com/technology/pub/notes/technote_naqvi.html

Using Security Center, Nessus and the host-based compliance checks we can regularly self audit our enterprise to ensure the settings we 
adopt as a security/operational policy remain intact. If we follow the advice of the article and implement an inactivity timeout in /etc/profile we 
can regularly check that the setting remains unchanged using Security Center and Nessus, as we can for many of the settings recommended in 
the article. We can focus our audit scans to Linux only hosts using dynamic and/or static asset lists to keep scan time to a minimum. However, it 
should be noted that the Nessus host-based compliance checks do distinguish checks by operating system platform and it is possible to build 
one audit file of checks addressing multiple platforms.

EVALUATION TIP: Use the following host-based compliance check to audit your Linux hosts present in your lab for the interactive timeout out 
being set as recommended in the Oracle article. The check expects the inactivity timeout to be set to 15 minutes.

Some Host Configuration Checks displayed in Security Center
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The password protected screensaver is very popular on Windows hosts but the settings are actually very difficult to audit accurately at a 
workstation level. This is because they can be set at two different levels: group policy or individual user. Both of which can be controlled by 
an Active Directory deployment or set individually on each host where group policy settings override user level settings. To further complicate 
matters, a combination of local policy files and registry settings control a user’s screensaver settings, the registry settings being created on the 
fly when the user logons. These on the fly registry keys create an interesting dilemma for audit technology when ultimately it would need to 
sign every user onto every host and then check registry keys to ensure a 100% accurate audit over all possible implementations of the Windows 
screensaver policy. Producing false positives, which are indications of risk where no risk exists, can have a negative effect in remediation efforts 
as resources are assigned to track down non-issues.

As you are probably starting to understand with the entire Tenable product suite there are different ways to accomplish a task. This HIPAA 
security rule talks about security awareness and training as do other popular compliance standards. A simple Windows key combination, 
“[Windows Key] + L”, can password lock a Windows workstation leaving the screensaver inactivity timeout as a catchall in case somebody forgets 
to lock their workstation before leaving it unattended. Windows security event log monitoring with LCE can be used to audit individual hosts 
and look for the presence of the Windows logon event and distinguish those logon events caused by unlocking a password locked workstation. 
Unless a Windows workstation simply was not used it would be unusual to see a week of audit activity without unlocked workstation logon events 
occurring. Windows provides in its Security event logs the ability to differentiate logon events and LCE can use this when building normalized 
events to represent the various logon types:

http://www.windowsecurity.com/articles/Logon-Types.html

EVALUATION TIP: The following laboratory setup will perhaps be one of the most intricate in this paper and will demonstrate the usefulness of 
having different types of security data stored for correlation under the same GUI console, Security Center. We will combine both dynamic asset 
discovery and normalized operating system event logs to build a list of hosts that can be demonstrated to be out of compliance with an automatic 
logoff policy. In a large enterprise we may even discover hosts that we failed to inventory accurately and missed configuring to forward their 
operating system logs to LCE.

Security Center highlighting compliance check failure for above check
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From scanning the laboratory with PVS and/or Nessus we should have detected Windows Hosts dynamically. Before continuing with this 
evaluation tip ensure Windows Hosts have been identified by using the “List OS” Analysis Tool in the Security Center Browse Cumulative 
Vulnerabilities View.

Build a dynamic asset list named “Microsoft Hosts” which will automatically continue to synchronize itself with the cumulative database and the 
hosts detected as running Windows operating systems.

For your laboratory Windows hosts install the LCE client and configure both the clients and LCE so that the Windows Security Event logs are 
forwarded over TCP/IP encrypted for normalization. Alternatively, you may use third party or custom software to send the Security Event logs 
using the popular syslog protocol to LCE over UPD/IP. Please ensure that Windows event auditing is configured to record successful logon 
attempts on your Windows hosts otherwise the Security Event logs will be missing the logon events we want to capture and normalize. Choose 
one of your Windows hosts and trigger logon events that are in response to a screensaver being engaged or by password locking the host by 
using “[Windows Key] + L”. You should be able to see “windows-Successful_Unlock_Logon” normalized events recorded in LCE and viewable 
via the Security Center GUI. If you are having difficulties please contact your designated Tenable Sales Engineer as there are several integration 
points that if not configured correctly will result in failure.

Install the Create Asset List (CAL) tool on your Security Center host. Configure it so that all hosts that are in the Microsoft Hosts dynamic asset list 
are used to check LCE for the absence of the “windows-Successful_Unlock_Logon” event.

Normalized Windows Logon/Logoff Activity

Creating a dynamic asset list of Microsoft hosts

Browse Cumulative Vulnerabilities List OS Tool
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You can schedule the CAL tool, but just for evaluation simply run the tool with the “-i” switch and build a new asset list, MicrosoftNoLock, which 
will contain those hosts that for the last 24 hours have never had the host locked and require their screensaver policy to be examined. Use the 
Security Center GUI to look at the new dynamic asset list to see those Microsoft hosts that require examination for being out of policy and the 
cumulative database to gain further insight into the purpose of the hosts. For example, a web server as the IIS HTTP service has been detected 
or a Mail Exchange server because mail protocol services like SMTP and POP3 have been detected. Microsoft servers are likely to be left running 
without Interactive users, however your organization’s employee workstations are not, so we expect to see host lock activity.

Audit Controls
The audit controls implementation specification can be summarized as “Implementing hardware, software and/or procedural mechanisms that 
record and examine activity in information systems that contain or use electronic protected health information.”

In CMS’s paper entitled “Security Standards: Technical Safeguards” there are three questions posed to a covered entity to consider for the Audit 
control standard which follow in bold text and have comments.

What audit control mechanisms are reasonable and appropriate to implement so as to record and examine activity in information systems that 
contain or use EPHI?
Collecting operating system logs like those produced by Linux, Unix and Windows is very common. They supply lots of information like log-in 
attempts and execution failures. LCE has many clients including host agents which can forward operating system logs for normalization and 
correlation in LCE. Many network appliances like firewalls and switches can be configured to use the popular syslog protocol to forward event logs 
over a network to LCE. The following is a quote from Wikipedia: “Syslog is typically used for computer system management and security auditing.”

What are the audit control capabilities of information systems with EPHI?
Host operating system logs are common for determining information system activity. Application logs can also be another level of auditing 
information system activity logs however and they tend to be very unique and custom to an organization. LCE uses parsing rules encapsulated in 
“.prm” files for normalization and customers are encouraged and invited to build their own “.prm” files for their highly unique application logs to 
improve visibility into information system activity.

CAL Configuration Example

Reviewing CAL created Asset List in Security Center
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Do the audit controls implemented allow the organization to adhere to policy and procedures developed to comply with the required 
implementation specification at § 164.308(a)(1)(ii)(D) for Information System Activity Review?
The Information System Activity Review implementation specification is already mentioned earlier in this paper.

EVALUATION TIP: Tenable has plenty of sample TASL scripts for running over normalized events in LCE for determining and highlighting 
information system activity. Configure the LCE Windows client on a Windows host and/or the Linux client on a Linux host and install the invalid_
user_logon.tasl. Purposely trigger log-in failures and configure LCE to forward the correlated events raised by the TASL script to be forwarded as 
alerts to Security Center.

EVALUATION TIP: Review the TASL script detect_change.tasl and consider its use as part of your efforts to comply with the HIPAA Security 
Rule. The script looks for change that would be common within many organizations and could be determined by many log sources. Consider 
it enhancement to maximize its performance within your own organization. If you are going to forward custom logs produced by custom 
applications, perhaps review your ability to normalize them for change events and then incorporate those change events into the TASL script.

HIPAA Security Rule: Additional Considerations
Within Technical Safeguards the Transmission Security standard includes the Encryption implementation specification which can be summarized 
as “Implement a mechanism to encrypt electronic protected health information whenever deemed appropriate.” Also within Technical Safeguards 
the Access Control Standard includes the Encryption and Decryption implementation specification which can be summarized as “Implement a 
mechanism to encrypt and decrypt electronic protected health information.” Tenable does not currently sell commercial products for encryption. 
However, if your organization makes it a compliance policy to encrypt all EPHI before transmission internally and/or externally it should be 
noted that PVS has a real-time alerting facility which can be integrated into Security Center and LCE and can be used to probe unencrypted 
transmissions for sensitive type information which may indicate an accidental or malicious disclosure of EPHI. Tenable has explored this 
functionality with customers for the detection of credit cards and social security numbers within unencrypted file transmissions, for example, FTP 
and HTTP. EPHI in the form of HIPAA X12 EDI transactions has very unique fingerprints that would help in the detection of unencrypted X12 file 
transmissions. For example, consider this snippet from a HIPAA X12 transaction file:

A small sample of Tenable TASL scripts used by customers
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CLM*111446666*90.40*

CLM01 is the Patient Account number which could be their SSN and in the example is “111446666”. And CLM02 is a total claim charge. It does 
not matter that the line would continue with more elements or that there are more lines since we already have something reasonably unique to 
distinguish an X12 EDI transaction file, in this case a Health Care Claim 837 X12 transaction. 837’s contain lots of EPHI data. You could customize 
the PVS to have your own devised real-time alerts for detection of potential breaches in security for disclosing unencrypted EPHI. Talk to your 
sales manager about Tenable partnered Professional Service organizations if you would wish to outsource this kind of customization work or any 
customization work in general.

The Tenable 3D Tool, as its name suggests, renders technical vulnerability data in 3 dimensions on a Windows Desktop. It summarizes visually 
the level of risk within your infrastructure very effectively. It takes its data from the cumulative database held in Security Center. The HIPAA 
Security Rule when browsing through its implementation standards seems very focused on those hosts and devices that hold EPHI, however, 
can you use the 3D Tool’s topology view to get a feel of how all your hosts and devices are interconnected in your infrastructure? Can the 3D 
Tool for example help you identify external entry points into your infrastructure that would allow unwanted guests and can it help you evaluate 
whether those entry points have appropriate security measures? Would it help in complying with an ongoing review of change within your 
infrastructure handling EPHI?

About Tenable Network Security
Tenable, headquartered in Columbia, Md., USA, is the world leader in Unified Security Monitoring. Tenable provides agent-less solutions for 
continuous monitoring of vulnerabilities, configurations, data leakage, log analysis and compromise detection. For more information, please visit 
us at http://www.tenablesecurity.com/.


